SOCILOGY CAPSTONE PROJECT IDEAS

- Gender Stereotypes: Is it Okay for Boys to Cry?
- Does Money Make People Less Ethical?
- Altruism: A Dying Virtue?
- Gay Marriage: Possible Acceptance in the Future?
- Brains vs Beauty: How to Gain Success in Society Today
- TV Ads: Common Misconceptions of Children
- Beauty Standards: Who is to Blame?
- Objectification of Women: Are Men the Only Ones to Blame?
- Ethnicity, Nationality And Race
- Food Sociology
- Mass Media
- Cultures Of Youth
- Sociology Of Sexuality And Gender
- Social Movements
- Communities, Clans And Cults
- Inequalities And Class Conflict
- Legends, Superstition And Spirituality
- Consumerism
- Power Of Young Adult
- Prescription Abuse And Drug Use
- Traps Of Transnational Capitalism
- Comparative Analysis On Powerless Children
- Future Of Primary Health
- Internalized Homophobia
- Poverty In USA
- Reflection On American Culture
- Effect Of Historical Event To Individuals Life
- Assimilation And Socialization When A Person Starts Schooling
• Misconceptions That Children Gets From Ads
• Consumer Culture Effect To A Person’s Choice
• Mainstream Schools: Pros And Cons
• Are Women Less Privileged In The Society?
• Does Man Need To Hit A Woman?
• What Does Wealth Gives?
• Do Working-Women Make Better Mothers?
• Is Intelligence Important Than Beauty?
• Do People Need To Reach 21 Before Getting Married?
• Is Being Pregnant At 16 Shows Increasing Teenage Pregnancy?
• Poverty Culture
• Survival Of The Fittest Principle
• Mass Media Role In Shaping Opinion Of The Public
• Is Care And Love For Children More Important Than Money?
• Do the Public Need Healthcare System?
• Cost Of Liberty
• Families’ Duties
• Social Policies Comparative Analysis
• Inter-Racial Marriage
• Do Couples Need To Live Together Before Marriage?